
“DISCO AI empowers us to find our key evidence faster and better serve our clients.”

— Michael Silvain 
E-Discovery Executive

Info Sheet

Case summary
Kennedys Law LLP is a global law firm with expertise in 
dispute resolution and advisory services and offices in 
more than 22 countries. In the midst of defending a client 
in a construction dispute, Kennedys’ London-based team 
had four weeks to disclose relevant documents from their 
client’s initial collection of 1.4 million documents with a core 
team of lawyers to perform the review. 

Using DISCO’s state-of-the-art legal technology, the Kenne-
dys team was able to upload their data and begin work-
ing within a matter of hours. The team then leveraged 
DISCO’s powerful search tools to drastically cut down on 
the documents requiring review. By implementing DISCO’s 
best-in-class artificial intelligence (AI) and workflows for the 
remaining documents, Kennedys was able to meet their 
disclosure deadline.

●■ Case study

Kennedys Goes From 1.4 Million 
Documents to Disclosure in Just 
4 Weeks Using DISCO AI 
Leveraging DISCO’s AI workflows makes meeting a tight disclosure 
deadline possible.
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Reviewable documents in just 
hours
Given the large population of documents and forthcoming 
disclosure deadline, Kennedys needed to assess their client’s 
data as fast as possible. The Kennedys team ingested and 
processed the first 1.2 million documents into the platform in 
just eight hours (a single afternoon and evening), using DISCO’s 
High Speed Uploader. An additional 254,000 documents were 
added in less than two hours the following evening. For each 
data set ingested, DISCO automatically imaged, deduplicated, 
created email threads, and OCRed versions of each document 
so the review team could immediately jump in and analyse 
the materials.

DISCO ECA & search
The Kennedys team was able to negotiate with opposing coun-
sel a series of search terms shrinking the universe of documents 
to be reviewed by using DISCO’s powerful search tools to limit 
the review population to relevant date ranges, senders, and 
recipients, and by generating search term reports. Kennedys 
reduced the 1.4 million documents collected to a review popu-
lation of 123,000 documents. However, even having reduced 
the review set so much, the population to review was still an 
enormous task for the Kennedys team to tackle within a three-
week period.

26,000 documents, 11 days, 
84% responsiveness rate
In order to meet the disclosure deadline, the Kennedys team 
worked with DISCO’s Professional Services team to implement 
an AI-prioritised review. Starting with a small sample set of docu-
ments, the Kennedys team was able to determine that of the 
123,000 documents requiring review, only about 21% were likely 
to be relevant.

How DISCO AI works
Prioritisation

Based on the reviewers’ coding decisions, DISCO AI builds 
a model for responsive documents and sends the docu-
ments most likely to be responsive to the reviewers first. 
As the reviewers accept or reject the predictions, the 
model keeps learning and getting better.

“Just-in-time” batching

Rather than creating a set of static batches at the begin-
ning of the review, DISCO’s “just-in-time” batching will 
create a batch only when a reviewer requests one. This 
technique ensures that each batch contains the docu-
ments most likely to be responsive based on the most 
up-to-date DISCO AI model, effectively making each batch 
“smarter” than the last.
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The high speed uploader
DISCO’s proprietary rapid upload technology enables 
upload speeds that are 14x faster than traditional file-trans-
fer methods like FTP. This technology leverages Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) Transfer Acceleration, which connects 
to the nearest AWS edge location to drastically increase 
data upload speeds. And no staging is required — users 
can upload folders or directories straight from their local 
or shared drives. 
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Using the DISCO AI-prioritised workflow, the Kennedys team 
achieved consistent responsiveness rates that were nearly 4x 
higher than the 21% of the general document population. In fact, 
upon completion of the review, the responsiveness rate of the 
reviewed documents was over 80%. By leveraging DISCO AI, 
the Kennedys team was able to focus on reviewing responsive 
documents, rather than wasting time sifting through irrelevant 
materials.

After just 11 days (and after only putting eyes on 26,000 docu-
ments), the Kennedys team was confident they had located the 
relevant population. After reviewing a validation sample of 1,500 
more documents, the Kennedys team was able to confirm the 
remaining 80% of the review population contained de minimis 
relevant material. 

The result
To review the document set with a linear review workflow 
required 52 days — more than double the amount of time the 
Kennedys team had to complete the review and disclose the 
responsive materials.

By taking advantage of DISCO’s AI workflows and reviewing just 
1.85% of the initial 1.4 million documents collected, the Kennedys 
team finished their review in time to meet their tight disclosure 
deadline. This would not usually have been possible given the 
available resources and the time provided — justifying Kenne-
dys’ decision to use DISCO and its AI.

About DISCO
DISCO is the leading provider of electronic edisclosure solutions 
for law firms and corporate legal departments. DISCO’s cloud-
based solution frees legal teams from the burden of managing 
inefficient, slow, and expensive on-premise platforms and deliv-
ers the fastest and easiest to use edisclosure solution available 
today.

About Kennedys Law LLP
Kennedys Law LLP is a leading global law firm specialising in liti-
gation and dispute resolution that has over 1900 staff worldwide. 
Kennedys’ client base includes domestic and international (re) 
insurers, Lloyd’s syndicates, central and government bodies and 
large corporate organisations (many of which are self-insured). 
Its lawyers provide a range of specialist legal services to industry 
sectors including insurance and reinsurance, aviation, bank-
ing and finance, construction and engineering, healthcare, life 
sciences, marine, public sector, rail, real estate, retail, shipping 
and international trade, sport and leisure, transport and logistics, 
and travel and tourism.


